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Abstract  
 

The energy input by cyclonic winds and the resulting water circulation patterns generate 

continental shelf waves which propagate over large distances. Generation and propagation 

characteristics of these continental shelf waves generated through tropical cyclones (TC) in 

Western Australia are investigated using the Regional Ocean Modelling System (ROMS). An 

idealised model of the North West Shelf with approximately 4 km spatial resolution and 30 

vertical sigma layers was forced by idealised tropical cyclones that varied in speed, direction 

(parallel, perpendicular or at 45° to the coastline) and intensity. Realistic tropical cyclone 

simulations using an Oz-ROMS were performed for Tropical Cyclones Bianca and Carlos 

(2011) and compared to measured tide gauge data along the West Australian coastline. 

  

Results from the idealised numerical model indicate that a cyclone’s path, speed and intensity 

influence the continental shelf wave generation and propagation. Cyclones travelling parallel 

to the coast near the continental shelf break generated forced waves with the maximum 

amplitude. An increase in forward speed by up to 10 ms
-1

 produced a corresponding increase 

in continental shelf wave height. Higher wave heights were also correlated with greater 

cyclone intensity.  

 

Tropical cyclones travelling parallel to the coast for a one-quarter of the model domain 

generated continental shelf waves with similar properties to those associated with both 

perpendicular and 45° cyclones that made landfall. Cyclones following these paths generated 

continental shelf waves that had a lower wave height. An increase in cyclone forward speed 

decreased the wave height. The propagation speed of these waves scale to the Coriolis 

parameter and the continental shelf width. These characteristics resembled a continental shelf 

wave travelling as a free wave.  

 

Propagation characteristics of continental shelf waves generated by TC Bianca and TC Carlos 

using the OzROMS model domain indicated the cyclone path and continental shelf 

bathymetry influenced continental shelf wave height and propagation speed. Continental 

shelf waves were generated for both TC Bianca and TC Carlos around Port Hedland which 

subsequently travelled southwards. The estimated average travel speed from lag correlation 

analysis was 5.8 ms
-1

.   The propagation speeds for these two waves decreased between 

Exmouth and Carnarvon where the continental shelf width decreases rapidly. The path of TC 

Bianca was generally parallel to the Western Australian coastline and travelled southwards to 

Fremantle (by which time the TC became a low pressure system), resulted in an increase in 

the wave height through resonance. This wave continued further east to Thevenard (South 

Australia). The curved coastline of the southwest Capes Region resulted in wave scattering. 

TC Carlos, however, continued offshore from Exmouth resulting in a continental shelf wave 

with insufficient energy to propagate around the Capes Region. Results from this study 

demonstrate the influence of cyclone properties on the generation of continental shelf waves 

along the West Australian coastline.  


